NOTES

1. FOR THE 8' CATCH POINT CONTROL DISTANCE:
   - Use 4:1 slope for cuts and fills up to 2.0' in height.
   - Use variable slopes for cuts and fills over 2.0' and up to 5.3' in height maintaining the constant 8' catch point distance.
   - Use 1:1 slope for cuts and fills over 5.3' in height.
   - USE VARIABLE SLOPES FOR CUTS AND FILLS OVER 2.0' AND UP TO 5.3' IN HEIGHT MAINTAINING THE CONSTANT 8' CATCH POINT DISTANCE.
   - USE 1:1 SLOPE FOR CUTS AND FILLS OVER 5.3' IN HEIGHT.

2. FOR THE 20' CATCH POINT CONTROL DISTANCE:
   - Use 4:1 slope for cuts and fills up to 5.0' in height.
   - Use variable slopes for cuts and fills over 5.0' and up to 13.3' in height maintaining the constant 20' catch point distance.
   - Use 1:1 slope for cuts and fills over 13.3' in height.

3. CUT AND FILL SLOPES IN DIFFICULT TERRAIN MAY REQUIRE SPECIAL CONSIDERATION.

4. SLOPE ROUNDING SHALL CONSIST OF ONE OR MORE CHORDS OR ROUNDED SURFACE. THE DEPTH AND WIDTH OF SLOPE ROUNDING SHALL BE AS DIRECTED.

5. ROLL OVER WILL NOT BE USED UNLESS NOTED ON THE PLANS.

6. ALL SLOPES SHALL BE CHECKED TO DETERMINE IF THERE IS A GUARDRAIL WARRANT BASED ON SLOPE HEIGHT AND STEEPNESS.

7. WHEN USING GUARDRAIL, WIDEN SHOULDER AS SHOWN ON THE DRAWING NOT TO SCALE.

8. DRAWING NOT TO SCALE.